The Community Land Model is the land component of the Community Climate System Model. Here, we describe a broad set of model improvements and additions that have been provided through the CLM development community to create CLM4. The model is extended with a carbon-nitrogen (CN) biogeochemical model that is prognostic with respect to vegetation, litter, and soil carbon and nitrogen states and vegetation phenology. An urban canyon model is added and a transient land cover and land use change (LCLUC) capability, including wood harvest, is introduced, enabling study of historic and future LCLUC on energy, water, momentum, carbon, and nitrogen fluxes. The hydrology scheme is modified with a revised numerical solution of the Richards equation and a revised ground evaporation parameterization that accounts for litter and within-canopy stability. The new snow model incorporates the SNow and Ice Aerosol Radiation model (SNICAR) -which includes aerosol deposition, grain-size dependent snow aging, and vertically-resolved snowpack heating -as well as new snow cover and snow burial fraction parameterizations. The thermal and hydrologic properties of organic soil are accounted for and the ground column is extended to ,50-m depth. Several other minor modifications to the land surface types dataset, grass and crop optical properties, surface layer thickness, roughness length and displacement height, and the disposition of snow-capped runoff are also incorporated.
canopy and soil, momentum and turbulent fluxes from canopy and soil, heat transfer in soil and snow, hydrology of canopy, soil, and snow, and stomatal physiology and photosynthesis. The CLM and the CCSM are communitydeveloped models of the land and global climate systems and are used for studies of interannual and interdecadal variability, paleoclimate regimes, and projections of future climate change. As a community model, CLM benefits from continual and extensive evaluation, criticism, and improvement by CLM users and developers.
The latest version of CLM, CLM4, builds on CLM3.5 (Oleson et al. 2008c) and is the result of a concerted effort by a diverse group of collaborators to address model deficiencies and biases and to add scientific capability to the model. CLM4 represents a significant advance in terrestrial modeling in the CCSM system. Changes to the model parameterizations and structure are extensive and include updates to soil hydrology, soil thermodynamics, the snow model, albedo parameters, the land surface types dataset, and the River Transport Model, as well as several other minor modifications. The model has been extended with a carbon and nitrogen cycle model that includes prognostic vegetation phenology, the capability to apply transient land cover and land use change, and a new urban canyon model that permits the study of the impact of climate change in urban areas and the urban heat island. Improvements to the way the offline forcing data (i.e. observed meteorological forcing) is applied across the diurnal cycle and to the partitioning of solar radiation into direct versus diffuse radiation have also been included in CLM4.
Many of the improvements adopted in CLM4 were developed independently by individual research groups for disparate reasons and applications; therefore, one of the primary purposes of this paper is to catalog and describe the complete set of improvements (Section 2) and to characterize their integrated impact on the performance of the model, primarily from the biogeophysical perspective, in offline simulations (Section 3). More detailed descriptions of the parameterizations, and assessments of their performance in isolation, can be found in the cited papers. Comprehensive documentation of the structure and algorithms used in CLM4 can be found in the CLM4.0 Technical Description (www.cesm.ucar.edu/models/cesm1.0/clm/CLM4_Tech_Note. pdf; Oleson et al. 2010) . For reference, we include a schematic diagram that depicts the main processes and functionality that exist in CLM4 (Figure 1 ).
Model improvements
2.1. Soil model 2.1.1. Richards equation Zeng and Decker (2009) and Decker and Zeng (2009) demonstrate that the h-based form of the Richards equation that governs vertical soil water movement and that is used in CLM3.5 cannot maintain the hydrostatic equilibrium soil moisture distribution because of truncation errors of the finite-difference numerical scheme. The mass-conservative numerical scheme is deficient, especially when the water table is within the soil column, and these deficiencies cannot be resolved by increasing the vertical resolution of the soil column. The solution is to explicitly subtract the hydrostatic equilibrium soil moisture distribution, resulting in a modified Richards equation, as derived in Zeng and Decker (2009) :
where h is the volumetric soil water content (mm 3 of water mm 23 of soil), k is the hydraulic conductivity (mm s 21 ), y is the soil matric potential (mm), y E is the equilibrium soil matric potential (mm), and Q is a soil moisture sink term representing soil water losses due to transpiration (mm of water mm 21 of soil s 21 ). This equilibrium distribution can be derived at each time step from a constant hydraulic (i.e., capillary plus gravitational) potential above the water table, representing a steady-state solution of the Richards equation. The equilibrium soil matric potential is
where y sat is the saturated soil matric potential (mm), the exponent B is a function of soil texture, h sat is the saturated volumetric water content (mm 3 mm
23
), and the equilibrium volumetric water content h E (z) (mm 3 mm 23 ) at depth z h E z ð Þ~h sat y sat zz + {z
where z + is the water table depth. Note that, because z + changes every time step, h E (z) and hence y E are effectively a function of both depth and time (rather than a function of depth only).
Ground evaporation
The partitioning of evapotranspiration (ET) into its components -transpiration, ground evaporation, and canopy evaporation -was very poor in CLM3 and was improved in part in CLM3.5 by incorporating a soil resistance term in the calculation of soil evaporation (Oleson et al. 2008c; Stöckli et al. 2008 ). Sakaguchi and Zeng (2009) show that this is physically inconsistent because it imposes substantial resistance even with saturated soil. They demonstrate that the relationship between the bare soil evaporation and soil water content is more realistic by replacing the soil resistance with an empirical factor b soi which ranges from 0 to 1 and is intended to represent the molecular diffusion process from the soil pore to the surface within the unsaturated part of the soil and is determined from Lee and Pielke (1992) :
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where h 1 and h fc,1 are the volumetric liquid water content and field capacity of the top soil layer (m 3 m
23
) and f sno is the fraction of ground covered by snow. Sakaguchi and Zeng (2009) argue that, over regions with wetter soils, it is typically not the soil water content but rather the surface litter and the stable under-canopy air that controls ground evaporation. Following their suggestions, for vegetated surfaces, the new soil evaporation function is ). In the future L litter is a parameter that could be prognostically calculated by the model. The aerodynamic resistance r aw 9 is a function of the turbulent transfer coefficient C s which in CLM3.5 is a weighted combination of values for dense canopy C s,dense and bare soil C s,bare (Zeng et al. 2005) . Instead of setting C s,dense to the constant value of 0.004, as is done in CLM3.5, in CLM4 
where T s and T g are canopy air and ground temperatures, respectively and c50.5 and S is a stability parameter that is a function of T s , T g , u 1 , and canopy top height. Combined, the new vegetated and non-vegetated soil evaporation formulations exhibit higher E g at high latitudes and similar or slightly higher E g in dry regions. A larger reduction of E g is found over regions with wet soil and more vegetation, leading to a better agreement with observations and independent modeling studies of the E g contribution to ET (Grelle et al. 1997; Choudhury et al. 1998; Barbour et al. 2005) .
Thermal and hydrologic properties of organic soil
Organic matter alters the thermal and hydraulic properties of soil. It acts as an insulator, with its low thermal conductivity and high heat capacity modulating the transfer of energy down into the soil during spring and summer and out of the soil during fall and winter, typically leading to cooler soil temperatures than would be apparent for pure mineral soils (Bonan and Shugart 1989) . Organic or peat soils are also characterized by high porosity, much higher than that of mineral soils, and correspondingly high hydraulic conductivity and weak soil suction. A global soil carbon dataset (GlobalSoilDataTask 2000) is used to build a geographically distributed, vertically-profiled soil carbon density dataset applicable in CLM. In CLM3.5, soil properties such as thermal conductivity and hydraulic conductivity are defined according to empirical relationships with soil texture (i.e., sand, silt, and clay contents; Oleson et al. 2004) . In CLM4, soil physical properties are assumed to be a weighted combination of values for mineral soil and values for pure organic soil . For example, the volumetric water content at saturation (porosity) is now defined as
where f om,i~rom,i =r om, max , r om,i is the organic matter density for layer i obtained from the CLM organic matter dataset, r om,max 5 130 kg m 23 is the assumed density of pure organic soil, H sat, min ,i is the porosity of mineral soil, and H sat ,om 5 0.9 is the porosity of organic matter. Parameters for thermal conductivity, heat capacity, saturated hydraulic conductivity, and soil water retention are similarly treated. find that annual mean soil temperature in locations characterized by high organic matter content (e.g., northern high-latitudes) are cooled by up to ,2.5˚C. Cooling is strongest in summer due to a reduction of early and mid-summer heat flux into the soil. High porosity and hydraulic conductivity of organic soil leads to a wetter soil column by volume but with comparatively low surface layer saturation levels and correspondingly reduced ground evaporation. Nicolsky et al. (2007) and Alexeev et al. (2007) demonstrated that soil temperature dynamics cannot be accurately modeled with a shallow soil column and that a ground depth of at least 30 m is required for century-scale integrations. Therefore, in order to account for the thermal inertia of deep ground, the number of ground layers is extended in CLM4 from 10 to 15 layers, as in . Layer thicknesses exponentially increase with depth, as before, ranging from a thickness of 0.018 m at the surface to 13.9 m for layer 15. The upper 10 layers are hydrologically active (i.e. the 'soil' layers) while the bottom five layers (3.8 m to 42 m depth) are thermal slabs that are not hydrologically active. The thermal conductivity for the deep ground layers is set at 3.0 W m 21 K
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21
, which is comparable to that reported for saturated granitic rock (Clauser and Huenges 1995) , while the heat capacity is set to that of a generic rock (2610 6 J m 23 K
) . The continued assumption of a globally uniform 3.8 m of hydrologically active soil remains unrealistic and is a deficiency of the model that requires attention in future development of the model.
Simplified bottom boundary condition for soil water equations
In CLM3.5, the redistribution of water within the soil column/aquifer system takes place in two steps. In the first step, the soil hydrology equations are solved for the 10-layer soil column. Then, if the water table is deeper than the lowest soil layer, the aquifer recharge rate from the lowest soil layer to the unconfined aquifer is calculated. This twostep procedure decouples the water fluxes within the soil column from the flux of water between the lowest layer and the aquifer layer, leading on occasion to unrealistically large aquifer recharge rates.
For CLM4, the aquifer is coupled directly to the soil column via the soil water equations, resulting in consistent moisture fluxes in the soil column / aquifer system. When the water table is within the soil column, a zero-flux boundary condition is applied at the bottom of the tenth layer, as in CLM3.5. When the water table drops from the lowest soil layer into the aquifer, an additional layer representing the portion of the aquifer between the bottom of the lowest layer and the water table is added to the system of soil water equations. The zero-flux boundary condition is then applied at the water table depth, rather than the bottom of the tenth layer.
Surface and subsurface runoff
Surface runoff in CLM3.5 and CLM4 consists of overland flow due to saturation excess (Dunne runoff) and infiltration excess (Hortonian runoff) mechanisms. The saturation excess term is a function of the saturated fraction f sat of the soil column, which includes a dependence on the surface layer frozen soil impermeable area fraction f frz,l (Niu and Yang 2006) :
where f max is the maximum saturated fraction, z + is the water table depth, and f over is a decay factor. Subsurface runoff q drai is calculated according to the following expression (Niu et al. 2005) :
where f imp is the fraction of impermeable area determined from the ice content of the soil at depth, z + is the water ). The changes in these parameters help alleviate the wet soil bias detected in CLM3.5 (Oleson et al. 2008c ) and shifts the percentages of surface runoff and subsurface runoff from 30%:70% to 55%:45%.
Snow model
SNICAR
The CLM3 snowpack radiation formulation is replaced with SNICAR (SNow and ICe Aerosol Radiation; (Flanner and Zender 2005; Flanner and Zender 2006; Flanner et al. 2007) ). In CLM3.5, new snow albedos are prescribed and snow albedos evolve according to a simple snow aging parameterization ) and all solar radiation is absorbed in the up to 2-cm thick uppermost snow layer. SNICAR incorporates a two-stream radiative transfer solution based on Toon et al. (1989) . Snow albedo and the vertical absorption profile depend on solar zenith angle, the albedo of the substrate underlying snow, mass concentrations of atmospheric-deposited aerosols (black carbon, mineral dust, and organic carbon), and the ice effective grain size (r e ), which is simulated with a snow aging routine.
The two-stream solution produces upward and downward radiative fluxes at each snow layer interface, from which net radiation, layer absorption, and surface albedo are derived. Because snow albedo varies strongly across the solar spectrum, solar fluxes are computed in five spectral bands: four near-infrared bands (NIR) and one visible band. Incoming NIR radiation is split into the four NIR bands according to pre-defined weights for the direct and diffuse beams (see Table 3 .4, Oleson et al. 2010) . With ground albedo as a lower boundary condition, SNICAR simulates solar absorption in all snow layers as well as the underlying ground. Solar radiation penetration is limited to snowpacks with total snow depth greater than 0.1 m to prevent unrealistic soil warming within a single timestep.
The change in effective grain size is represented in each snow layer as a summation of changes caused by dry snow metamorphism, liquid water-induced metamorphism, refreezing of liquid water, and addition of freshly-fallen snow. The mass of each snow layer is partitioned into fractions of snow carrying over from the previous timestep, freshly-fallen snow, and refrozen liquid water. Dry snow metamorphism is based on a microphysical model described by Flanner and Zender (2006) . This model simulates diffusive vapor flux amongst collections of ice crystals with various size and inter-particle spacing. Specific surface area and effective radius are prognosed for any combination of snow temperature, temperature gradient, density, and initial size distribution. The combination of warm snow, large temperature gradient, and low density produces the most rapid snow aging, whereas aging proceeds slowly in cold snow, regardless of temperature gradient and density.
SNICAR requires atmospheric deposition rates for the following eight particle species: hydrophilic black carbon, hydrophobic black carbon, hydrophilic organic carbon, hydrophobic organic carbon, and four species of mineral dust. Each of these species has unique optical properties and meltwater removal efficiencies. In offline CLM simulations (and coupled simulations without prognostic aerosols), aerosol deposition rates are prescribed according to rates obtained from a transient 1850-2009 CAM-chem (1.9l atitude by 2.5˚longitude) simulation with interactive chemistry (troposphere and stratosphere). This simulation was driven by CCSM3 20th century sea-surface temperatures and emissions for short-lived gases and aerosols; observed concentrations were specified for methane, nitrous oxide, the ozone-depleting substances (CFCs) and CO 2 (Lamarque et al. 2010) .
Overall, snow albedo, solar absorption, and aging processes interact with each other in a more physically-based manner in SNICAR. Fresh snow is brighter resulting in slightly brighter albedos over Antarctica and Greenland. Snow aging occurs more slowly, especially in cold regions, and exhibits greater spread across different snow temperature regimes. SNICAR darkens the snow in areas that receive large amounts of black carbon and/or dust deposition (e.g., east Asia, Tibetan Plateau, central and eastern Europe, and eastern North America).
Snow cover fraction
Ground albedo is a weighted average of snow-covered and snow-free albedos, where the weighting is determined by the snow cover fraction, f sno . For CLM4, we replace the f sno parameterization with a density-dependent parameterization derived by Niu and Yang (2007) . The new formulation takes the following form:
where z sno is the snow depth, z 0,g is the roughness length of bare soil r sno is the prognostic bulk density of the snowpack and r new 5100 kg m 23 is the density of new snow, and m5 1 is a scale-dependent melting factor that can be calibrated against observed f sno . The new formulation increases f sno by about 20-50% depending on location and time of year, resulting in much better agreement with observed f sno (Figure 2 ). The impact is especially pronounced at relatively shallow snow depths. The densitydependent formulation accounts for the observation that there is a sharper rise in f sno with snow depth early in the snow season (e.g., October, November, and December), when snowpack density is comparatively low than there is during the warmer melt season (e.g., March, April, and May) when the snowpack is comparatively dense (see Figure 2 , Niu and Yang 2007).
Burial fraction of vegetation by snow
The vertical fraction of vegetation buried by snow f sno veg is used to determine the exposed leaf and stem area indices. In CLM3.5, all plant functional types (PFTs) utilize the same parameterization for f sno veg that is a function of snow depth as well as canopy top and canopy bottom heights. Based on the work of Wang and Zeng (2009) , the f sno veg parameterization is updated in CLM4 to treat tall vegetation (tree and shrub) and short vegetation (grass and crops) separately according to where z top and z bot are PFT-specific canopy top and bottom heights that are either prescribed or prognostic (i.e., they are prognostic when the carbon-nitrogen cycle model is active, see Section 2.3) and z c 5 0.2 m is the critical snow depth at which short vegetation is assumed to be completely buried by snow. This modification largely eliminates unrealistic surface turbulent fluxes that occur during snowmelt and leads to a more realistic timing and rate of snowmelt.
Other snow modifications
Minor errors in the calculation of snow compaction rates and in the vertical snow temperature profile during layer splitting were corrected (Lawrence and Slater 2009 ). These two corrections result in a 5-10% reduction in the simulated annual maximum snow depths and eliminate unrealistic snow and soil temperature perturbations that occur immediately after a snow layer splitting event. Another minor error was corrected to ensure that snow enthalpy is always conserved during snow layer combination.
Carbon and nitrogen biogeochemistry
The model is extended with a carbon-nitrogen (CN) biogeochemical model Randerson et al. 2009; Thornton et al. 2009 ). CN is based on the terrestrial biogeochemistry Biome-BGC model (Thornton et al. 2002; Thornton and Rosenbloom 2005) . It is prognostic with respect to carbon and nitrogen state variables in vegetation, litter, and soil organic matter. CLM4 can be run with or without an active CN model. When CN is inactive, leaf area and stem area indices (LAI, SAI), and vegetation heights are prescribed according to data derived from MODIS (see Section 2.6.2, we refer to this mode as CLM4SP where SP stands for satellite phenology). When CN is active, LAI, SAI, and vegetation heights are determined prognostically by the model (hereafter CLM4CN). When the carbon-nitrogen biogeochemistry is active (CLM4CN), potential gross primary production (GPP) is calculated from leaf photosynthetic rate without nitrogen constraint. The nitrogen required to achieve this potential GPP is diagnosed, and the actual GPP is decreased for nitrogen limitation. In CLM4SP, this potential GPP must be reduced by multiplying the photosynthetic parameter V cmax (maximum rate of carboxylation) by a PFTspecific factor scaled between zero and one that represents nitrogen constraints on GPP. The nitrogen factors were derived from CLM4CN simulations (see Oleson et al. 2008c ).
Prognostic vegetation phenology
The CLM4CN phenology model consists of several algorithms, operating at seasonal timescales. Three distinct phenological types are represented by separate algorithms: evergreen, seasonal-deciduous, and stress-deciduous. These are introduced briefly below. Within the evergreen phenology algorithm, litterfall is specified to occur only through the background litterfall mechanism -there are no distinct periods of litterfall for evergreen types, but rather a continuous (slow) shedding of foliage and fine roots. The rate of background litterfall depends on a specified leaf longevity. The seasonal-deciduous phenology algorithm is based on the parameterizations for leaf onset and offset for temperate deciduous broadleaf forest (White et al. 1997; Thornton et al. 2002) . Initiation of leaf onset is triggered when a common degree-day summation exceeds a critical value, and leaf litterfall is initiated when daylength is shorter than a critical value. The stressdeciduous phenology algorithm has been developed specifically for CLM4CN, but it is based in part on the grass phenology model proposed by White et al. (1997) . The algorithm handles phenology for vegetation types such as grasses and tropical drought-deciduous trees that respond to both cold and drought-stress signals, and that can have multiple growing seasons per year. The algorithm also allows for the possibility that leaves might persist yearround in the absence of a suitable stress trigger. In that case the phenology switches to an evergreen habit, maintaining a marginally-deciduous leaf longevity (one year) until the occurrence of the next stress trigger. In relatively warm climates, onset triggering depends solely on soil water availability, whereas in cold climates onset triggering depends on both accumulated soil temperature summation and adequate soil moisture. Any one of three conditions is sufficient to trigger the initiation of an offset period: sustained period of dry soil, sustained period of cold temperature, or daylength shorter than 6 hours.
Dynamic vegetation (CNDV)
The dynamic global vegetation model that was available in prior versions of CLM (CLM-DGVM; Levis et al. 2004 ) has been integrated with CN to form CLM4CNDV which is an optional mode for CLM4. In CNDV, the annual processes of light competition, establishment, and survival as they pertain to the calculations of PFT cover and population are retained from CLM-DGVM. Except for the background mortality rate, for which the CLM-DGVM algorithms are retained, all other ecosystem processes (allocation, phenology, fire, etc.) are now handled by CN. CLM-dgvm only considered grass and tree PFTs; CLM4CNDV has been extended to also include a shrub PFT (Zeng et al. 2008) . CLM4CNDV simulations are not presented in this paper.
Urban model
A parameterization for urban surfaces has been developed and incorporated into CLM4 (Oleson et al. 2008a; Oleson et al. 2008b) . At the global scale, and at the coarse spatial resolution of the CCSM, urbanization has negligible impact on climate. However, the urban parameterization, CLMU, allows simulation of the urban environment within a climate model, and particularly the air temperature and humidity where the majority of people work and live. As such, the urban model allows scientific study of how climate change affects the urban heat island and possible urban planning and design strategies to mitigate warming.
The urban system is represented as separate landunit within the grid cell and is based upon the ''urban canyon'' concept of Oke (1987) in which the canyon geometry is described by building height and street width. The canyon system consists of roofs, walls, and canyon floor. Walls are further divided into shaded and sunlit components. The canyon floor is divided into pervious (e.g., to represent residential lawns, parks) and impervious (e.g., to represent roads, parking lots, sidewalks) fractions.
Applications of the model make use of datasets of urban extent, morphology (e.g., height to width ratio, roof fraction, average building height, and pervious fraction of the canyon floor), and radiative (e.g., albedo and emissivity) and thermal (e.g., heat capacity and thermal conductivity) properties of urban materials developed by Jackson et al. (2010) .
Transient land cover and land use change
New in CLM4 is the capability to prescribe transient land cover and land use change (LCLUC). The LCLUC dataset used in CLM4 derives from a global historical transient land use and land cover change dataset, namely Version 1 of the Land-Use History A product (LUHa.v1, (Hurtt et al. 2006 ), referred to here as the UNH dataset) covering the period 1850-2005. The UNH dataset, available at 0.5r esolution, describes land cover and its change via four classes of vegetation: crop, pasture, primary vegetation, and secondary vegetation. A transition matrix is provided with the LULC datasets that describes the annual fraction of land that is transformed from one category to another (e.g., primary land to crop, pasture to crop, etc.). Included in these transitions is the 'conversion' of secondary land to secondary land, representing logging on previously disturbed land.
The information in the LCLUC datasets is then translated across to CLM's PFT distribution in four steps, resulting in an annual gridded time series of PFT weights. First, crop PFT composition is directly specified from the crop land unit fractional area. Second, pasture PFTs are assigned based on grass PFTs found in the potential vegetation and current day CLM land surface parameters scaled by the area of pasture. Third, potential vegetation PFTs are assigned to the grid cell scaled by the fractional area of the primary land unit. Last, current day non-crop and non-pasture PFTs are assigned to the grid cell scaled by the fractional area of the secondary land unit. The annual tree harvest values also are calculated from the harvest information of the UNH dataset used in conjunction with transient tree PFT values. Separate datasets representing the extent of water, wetland, ice and urban land cover are used to compile the final land cover present in each CLM grid cell. These additional non-vegetated land cover fractions are held constant throughout the time series. The present day dataset is based on the methodology in Lawrence and Chase (2007, see Section 2.6 .2) and the potential vegetation is derived as in Lawrence and Chase (2010) . Figure 3 shows the CLM4 PFT distributions according to the major classes of vegetation (trees, shrubs, grasses, and crops) for the year 2000 and the difference relative to potential vegetation (year 1850).
Changes in PFT fractional cover over time are incorporated during a simulation via interpolation of PFT weights between annual time slices for year a and year b using a simple linear algorithm. This linear algorithm is applied at each timestep throughout a year such that the PFT weights for year b are realized exactly at the beginning of year b. Mass and energy are conserved through PFT weight changes through checks on total water and heat content before and after a transition. Any small discrepancy in water or energy due to changing PFT weights is accounted for in runoff or in the sensible heat flux.
Other modifications
Land surface types dataset
The PFT distribution is re-derived from multi-year Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS, Justice et al. 2002; Hansen et al. 2003) land surface data products and is as in CLM3.5 (Lawrence and Chase 2007) except that a new cropping dataset is used (Ramankutty et al. 2008 ) and a high grass PFT fraction bias in forested regions has been alleviated by replacing understory grasses reported in the MODIS data with short trees (see Figure 3 for tree, shrub, grass, and crop distribution in CLM4). This change results in improved grid cell mean albedos and leaf area indices when compared to MODIS data. Globally, the present day vegetation distribution (for non-glacier, nonlake, non-wetland, non-urban land area) shifts from 25% bare ground, 23% tree, 11% shrub, 31% grass, and 11% crop in the CLM3.5 land surface types dataset to 25% bare ground, 39% tree, 8% shrub, 20% grass, and 9% crop in CLM4. Soil colors are re-derived by the same protocol as in Lawrence and Chase (2007) , but with the updated vegetation maps. Lake and wetland areal fractions in the CLM3.5 surface dataset were derived from MODIS land cover data which were subsequently found to be unrealistically low. For CLM4, the lake and wetland distributions revert back to those used in CLM3 (Cogley 1991) , except that the threshold area fraction that is used to determine whether or not a lake, wetland, or glacier surface type is represented in a particular grid cell is reduced from 5% to 1%. In CLM3.5, only the four most dominant PFTs are represented in any grid cell. For CLM4, partly to accommodate requirements of transient land cover change, this restriction is relaxed such that all PFTs with non-zero grid cell MODIS area fractions are represented.
Grass and crop optical properties
Analysis of albedos simulated in CLM3.5 indicated that grassland and cropland albedos generated with the optical properties taken from Dorman and Sellers (1989) are unrealistically high. Leaf and stem optical properties for grasses and crops are updated with values calculated from full optical range spectra of measured optical properties (Asner et al. 1998) . For updated values see Table 3 .1 in the CLM4 Tech Note (Oleson et al. 2010 ).
Surface layer thickness
In prior versions of CLM, the sensible heat, latent heat, and momentum fluxes are determined for the surface layer between the surface at height z 0 +d and the atmospheric reference height, where z 0 is roughness length (m) and d is displacement height (m). The atmospheric reference height is assumed to be the height above the ground. Since z 0 and d vary depending on the type of surface and there may be multiple surface types within a grid cell, the surface fluxes were determined for different surface layer thicknesses. In CLM4, the atmospheric reference height is now assumed to be the height above z 0 +d, thereby ensuring that the fluxes are consistently determined over the same surface layer thickness for all surface types. More importantly, the atmospheric reference height is no longer constrained to be greater than z 0 +d, which allows for a thin lowest atmospheric model layer.
Roughness length and displacement height for sparse and dense canopies
The vegetation displacement height and the roughness lengths are functions of plant height. The convergence of canopy roughness length (z om,v , z 0h,v , z 0w,v ; momentum, sensible heat, water vapor, respectively) and displacement height (d) to bare soil values as the above-ground biomass goes to zero is ensured as in Zeng and Wang (2007) according to
where z top is canopy top height (m), R z0m and R d are the ratio of momentum roughness length and displacement height to canopy top height, respectively, and z 0m,g is the ground momentum roughness length (m). The fractional weight V is determined from
where b51 and (L+S) cr is a critical value of exposed leaf plus stem area for which z 0m reaches its maximum. This change results in seasonal changes in sensible heat flux of ¡10 W m -2 .
Liquid and ice water streams
To improve global energy conservation when CLM is being run as part of CCSM, runoff is split into two streams, a liquid water stream and an ice water stream. New snowfall that falls on snow-capped grid cells (to avoid continual accumulation of snow in very cold climates, the snowpack is capped at 1 m snow water equivalent) is partitioned into an ice stream. The liquid and ice streams are routed through the River Transport Model (Branstetter and Famiglietti 1999) and are passed to the ocean model separately.
Biogenic Volatile Organic Compounds (BVOC)
The BVOC model simulates emissions of isoprene and monoterpenes from plants. The version that was included in CLM3 (Levis et al. 2003) has been replaced with the Model of Emissions of Gases and Aerosols from Nature (MEGAN2) (Guenther et al. 2006; Heald et al. 2008 ).
Offline forcing
CLM can be run either coupled to an atmosphere model such as the Community Atmosphere Model (Collins et al. 2006a) or 'offline' with a data atmosphere model. The standard observed forcing data provided with the model is a 57-year dataset that is described in Qian et al. (2006) , though alternative observed forcing datasets can also be used. For CLM4, improvements to the way the offline forcing data is applied across the diurnal cycle and to the partitioning of solar radiation into direct versus diffuse radiation have been implemented.
Partitioning of solar radiation into direct and diffuse components
Plant photosynthesis is more efficient under diffuse light conditions (Mercado et al. 2009 ), but standard meteorological forcing datasets do not provide information on the partitioning of incident solar radiation S atm into direct versus diffuse components. In CLM3.5, if the direct and diffuse radiation components are not explicitly provided, the assumption was that S atm is 70% direct and 30% diffuse. For CLM4, empirical partitioning functions (see Figure 4 ) for direct to diffuse partitioning are derived from S atm partitioning from one year's worth of hourly model output from CAM3.5 (Neale et al. 2008) . Note that when CLM4 is run coupled to CAM, S atm is passed to CLM already broken down into its four components (NIR direct, NIR diffuse, VIS direct, VIS diffuse). One advantage to partitioning the offline solar forcing into direct and diffuse in a manner that conforms to the way it comes from CAM is that it reduces the 'shock' to the system when transitioning between offline spinup of CLM to online coupled experiments. This is particularly relevant for spinups of the terrestrial carbon and nitrogen states.
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Diurnal cycle
Several deficiencies in the way in which atmospheric forcing data is interpreted in CLM3.5 were uncovered during the development of CLM4. With the standard forcing data, incident solar radiation and precipitation are provided at six-hourly intervals and all other forcing fields (atmospheric temperature, specific humidity, wind, air pressure) are provided at three-hourly intervals. In CLM3.5, the forcing is applied evenly across the entire three-or six-hourly period. Especially for S atm , this method results in a poorly represented diurnal cycle. For CLM4, the solar data is fit to the model time step using a diurnal function that depends on the cosine of the solar zenith angle, resulting in a much more realistic diurnal cycle of S atm . For the other fields, the new data atmosphere model linearly interpolates the data to the model time step, also yielding a more realistic diurnal cycle. Precipitation is applied as before, evenly across the six hour interval. This remains unrealistic as precipitation within any six hour period will often fall over just one or two time steps. Qian et al., (2006) suggest that this problem can be reduced by adjusting precipitation rates using observed precipitation frequency maps. However, sensitivity tests indicate that the runoff formulation currently implemented in CLM4 is not very sensitive to precipitation intensity. This is an aspect of the offline model that requires further investigation and in which the modeling system can be improved.
Simulations
Several offline simulations were completed to assess the integrated impact of the model improvements for different configurations of the model and compared to CLM3.5. The model output data and meteorological forcing data for these simulations is available through the Earth System Grid (via www.cesm.ucar.edu/models/cesm1.0/clm). Four primary simulations are conducted: (1) CLM3.5 with the old data atmosphere forcing method (CLM3.5OF), (2) CLM3.5 with the new forcing method (CLM3.5, see Section 2.7), (3) CLM4 with prescribed satellite-derived vegetation phenology (i.e., LAI, SAI, and vegetation height defined by satellite observations as in CLM3.5; CLM4SP), and (4) CLM4 with vegetation phenology determined by the carbon-nitrogen biogeochemistry model (CLM4CN, see Section 2.3.1). In principle, CLM can be run at any resolution. These uncoupled simulations were conducted at a standard resolution for CLM4 and CCSM4 of 0.9l atitude by 1.25˚longitude and were driven by a 57-year long atmospheric forcing dataset (Qian et al. 2006) . Land state variables (e.g., soil temperature and moisture) for the CLM3.5OF and CLM3.5 simulations were spunup for 30 years with repeat year 1948 forcing while CLM4SP was spunup for an additional 120 years to account for the longer spinup timescale of the deep ground layers. The CLM3.5OF, CLM3.5, and CLM4SP simulations used static surface PFT distributions and aerosol deposition for the year 2000. Two CLM4CN simulations were conducted. The first was initialized from a long (,1350 year) CLM4CN spinup simulation with repeat year 1948-1972 atmospheric forcing and 1850 PFT distribution, CO 2 , nitrogen and aerosol deposition (the much longer spinup timescales for CLM4CN are dictated by the long timescales required to bring the carbon and nitrogen pools and associated LAI, SAI, and vegetation heights to approximate equilibrium). This spinup simulation is followed by a 154 year transient simulation in which the PFT distributions evolve according to the transient LCLUC dataset (see Section 2.5) and with prescribed transient CO 2 and nitrogen deposition rates (Lamarque et al. 2010 ). Aerosol deposition rates were held constant at year 1850 levels. A second CLM4CN simulation was run out to equilibrium with PFT distributions, CO 2 , aerosol and nitrogen deposition data for the year 2000 with 1948-2004 atmospheric forcing (denoted CLM4CNE, Table 1 ).
Results
Impact of improved application of meteorological forcing
Improving the diurnal cycle of incident solar radiation and incorporating an empirical partitioning of S atm into direct and diffuse radiation has a significant impact on the offline model results. Global average values for selected model diagnostics are presented in Table 1 ) and GPP (+12PgC yr 21 ). Approximately +6 PgC yr 21 of the GPP increase can be attributed to higher photosynthesis rates associated with the improved partitioning of solar radiation into direct and diffuse components. The higher LH (i.e., evapotranspiration, ET) results in reduced runoff.
Turbulent fluxes and ET Partitioning
Global simulations
The combined impact of the suite of model changes described in Section 2 is illustrated via climatological annual cycle time series for three regions -Amazonia (Figure 5 ), the central United States (Figure 6 ), and Siberia (Figure 7 ) -which were subjectively selected to illustrate several aspects of the new model. A robust change across all three regions is a decrease in ground evaporation. The decrease in ground evaporation is a result of the new litter resistance function and the reduction of turbulent exchange under a dense canopy with the new canopy turbulence formulation (Section 2.1.2). To meet atmospheric demand, the reduced ground evaporation is compensated for with increased transpiration, even though the on average drier soils increase soil moisture stress on vegetation (i.e., lower soil moisture factor in summer; note that the reduction in the soil moisture factor in Siberia in CLM4 is due to colder soils resulting from the insulating properties of the organic-rich soil, see Section 4.6). Additional increases in transpiration and decreases in ground evaporation in CLM4CN are associated with the generally higher than observed LAI values simulated in these regions in CLM4CN.
Changes in the meridional distribution of ET and its partitioning are shown in Figure 8 . A decrease in ground evaporation at all latitudes is offset somewhat by a slight rise in transpiration with canopy evaporation unchanged. Consequently, total ET is lower (and runoff is correspondingly higher, see Section 4.3) in CLM4SP compared to CLM3.5. In CLM4CN, higher LAI values translate into higher transpiration and slightly higher canopy evaporation and lower ground evaporation compared to CLM4SP. The increase in transpiration and canopy evaporation outweighs the decrease in ground evaporation resulting in enhanced total ET at most latitudes. Globally, total ET shifts from 1.34 mm d 21 to 1.26 mm d 21 to 1.34 mm d 21 in CLM3.5, CLM4SP, and CLM4CN respectively. The higher ET in CLM4CN leads on average to slightly drier soils than in Figure 8 . Zonal mean plots of total evapotranspiration and its components for CLM4SP (top panel), CLM4SP minus CLM3.5 (middle panel), and CLM4CN minus CLM4SP (bottom panel). Zonal means are averaged over ,3˚latitude bins to improve presentation clarity.
CLM4SP. The portion of ET in the form of transpiration rises from 43% in CLM3.5 to 48% in CLM4SP to 56% in CLM4CN with ground evaporation decreasing from 39% to 32% to 23% respectively. By comparison, the multi-model ensemble results from GSWP-2 give a global ET partitioning of transpiration (48%), ground evaporation (36%), and canopy evaporation (16%) (Dirmeyer et al. 2006) .
The mean global available surface energy is essentially unchanged in the transition from CLM3.5 to CLM4 but the mean partitioning of this energy into turbulent fluxes shifts towards sensible heat flux in CLM4SP (SH/LH is 0.96 and 1.12 for CLM3.5 and CLM4SP, respectively). The higher ET in CLM4CN brings the global average SH/LH back to 0.99 for CLM4CN.
Tower site simulations
A series of single point tower site simulations that complement the single point simulations and analyses conducted in Stöckli et al. (2008) were performed to assess the performance of CLM4SP compared to CLM3.5. The point simulations were carried out at 15 FLUXNET (Baldocchi et al. 2001 ) sites covering a range of climatic environments (the sites and their characteristics are listed in Table 1 of Stöckli et al., 2008) : temperate (5), mediterranean (3), boreal (4), tropical (2), and subalpine (1). Only towers providing three or more years of continuous driver and validation data as part of the publicly accessible AmeriFlux or CarboEurope standardized Level 2 database were used.
Comparisons between modeled and observed sensible (SH) and latent heat (LH) flux at the hourly and monthly timescales (correlation and root mean square error, RMSE) are listed in Table 2 . In contrast to the large improvements in LH gained between CLM3 and CLM3.5 (Stöckli et al., 2008) , there is not much additional improvement between CLM3.5 and CLM4SP. For the hourly RMSE statistics, for example, two sites are substantively better in CLM4SP, two sites are better in CLM3.5, and the remaining 11 sites exhibit similar performance in CLM3.5 and CLM4SP. For SH, there is a modest indication that CLM4SP is the superior model. For hourly RMSE, CLM4SP is the best model for four sites while the remaining 11 sites exhibit similar performance. 1Selected tower sites are as in (Stö ckli et al. 2008) . R is the correlation coefficient and RMSE is the root-mean-square-error (W m 22 ) diagnosed on hourly and monthly timescales. T is Temperate site, M -Mediterranean, B -Boreal, Tr -Tropical, SA -Subalpine.
Average hourly RMSE across all 15 sites drops from 65.0 W m 22 to 58.2 W m 22 from CLM3.5 to CLM4SP.
Runoff
Total runoff increases by ,9% in CLM4SP over CLM3.5 (Table 2 ) resulting in better agreement with the observed annual discharge into the global oceans (Figure 10 ), though discharge remains ,9% too low in CLM4SP, which implies that global ET is too high. There is a significant shift towards the fast component of runoff (surface) at the expense of the slow component (sub-surface), reversing in part the shift from CLM3 to CLM3.5 (Oleson et al. 2008c ). The increase in surface runoff is primarily a function of the downward adjustment of the f over decay factor (see Section 2.1.6). At high latitudes, the increase in surface runoff is also a function of lower soil permeability associated with the cooler soil temperatures and increased ice fractions that are a result of representing the thermal properties of organic soil (see Section 2.1.3 and Section 2.1.6). One outcome of this is an increase in runoff during the spring snowmelt season as less of the snow meltwater infiltrates into the soil (see regional Siberia plots, Figure 7 ) which leads to an improvement in the annual cycle of river discharge to the Arctic Ocean, which was acknowledged as a deficiency in CLM3.5 (Oleson et al. 2008c ). We also compared against composite monthly climatological runoff data from the University of New Hampshire-Global Runoff Data Center (UNH-GRDC; Fekete et al. 2002) , which was area-averaged from 0.5 o to the model resolution but masked by UNH-GRDC observed runoff fields. Globally, the climatological monthly RMSE against the UNH-GRDC data is only marginally different, rising slightly from 0.78 mm day 21 in CLM3.5 to 0.82 mm day 21 in CLM4SP. This increase in RMSE, while at the same time the total discharge bias goes down, suggests a slight degradation of the timing of runoff in CLM4SP relative to CLM3.5.
In CLM4CN runoff is significantly lower than in CLM4SP due to higher ET in CLM4CN. Global annual discharge is lower than observations by ,23% in CLM4CN. The source of the lower discharge is predominantly low discharge levels from tropical rivers (Figure 10 ), which suggests that ET is too high in the tropics, especially the Amazon. Transpiration and canopy evaporation levels in the tropics are significantly higher in CLM4CN than in CLM4SP which can be attributed to high simulated LAI values in CLM4CN (see for example the regional Amazonia plots, Figure 5 ).
Soil moisture
CLM3.5 was evaluated against Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment data (GRACE, Chen et al. 2005) to evaluate large scale seasonal variations in soil water storage. CLM3.5 exhibited a pronounced improvement compared to CLM3 in the annual cycle of water storage across 12 major river basins (see Figure 10 in Oleson et al. 2008c ). The improvements obtained in CLM3.5 are retained in CLM4. The median correlation across the same 12 river basins between GRACE and CLM3, CLM3.5, CLM4SP, and CLM4CN is 0.79, 0.90, 0.89, and 0.88, respectively while the median RMSE for the same models is 39 mm, 24 mm, 26 mm, and 26 mm, respectively.
One of the deficiencies of CLM3.5 identified in Oleson et al. (2008c) is weaker soil moisture variability in the rooting zone than that is suggested by observations (for example, the simulated decline in summer soil moisture is much less than observed in Illinois soil moisture data (Hollinger and Isard 1994) ). Oleson et al. (2008c) hypothesize that the weak rootzone variability is at least partly related to strong upward fluxes of water from saturated layers located at or below the shallow water table. These upward water fluxes are strong enough to prevent substantial drying of the rooting zone, even under drought conditions. Decker and Zeng (2009) also point out that the maximum soil moisture variability is found at 1-2 m depth in the model, which is in direct conflict with observations which indicate that variability peaks near the surface and decreases monotonically with depth. In CLM4, these problems have been partially alleviated. Rooting zone (1 m) soil moisture variability is marginally higher in most regions in CLM4SP and is even higher in CLM4CN due to soil moisture-vegetation feedbacks associated with prognostic LAI in conjunction with higher growing season LAI (not shown). The increase in soil moisture variability is likely due at least partly to adjustments for CLM4 in the parameters that control water table position that generally result in a deeper water table position (see Section 2.1.6). The unrealistic peak in Illinois soil moisture variability at depths of 1-2 m seen in CLM3.5 is also now gone, with the highest variability now occurring near the surface, in agreement with observations; however, soil moisture variability within the top meter of soil remains low (s mod el /s obs is 0.44, 0.40, 0.61 in CLM3.5, CLM4SP, and CLM4CN respectively).
Surface albedo
The modeled surface albedos in CLM4 are significantly improved over CLM3.5. Albedo is modeled in CLM as a blend of snow, soil, and vegetation albedos which are computed separately for VIS and NIR wavebands and direct and diffuse radiation. Changes in modeled albedo are a combined result of the new surface dataset in which grass and shrub PFT fractions are generally lower in forested regions (Section 2.6.2), reduced grass and crop leaf and stem reflectance values (Section 2.6.1), and new snow cover fraction (Section 2.2.2) and snow burial fraction formulations (Section 2.2.3). The improvements in the simulated albedo are apparent in the three focal regions ( Figure 5 , Figure 6 , Figure 7 ). For Amazonia, the annual mean albedo is clearly improved in CLM4SP, but the annual cycle is out of phase. Mean albedo in CLM4CN is biased high, despite the much larger LAI values, which a priori one would expect to decrease the albedo. The increase in albedo between CLM4CN and CLM4SP and the out of phase problem may both be related to the prescribed relationship between soil albedo and soil wetness (drier soils have higher soil albedo). CLM4CN is slightly drier than CLM4SP in Amazonia due to high transpiration rates and the peak in albedo in CLM4SP occurs during the dry season. Both results suggest that the soil albedo-soil wetness relationship may be too strong or perhaps should not be invoked for tropical rainforests. For the central US, the positive influence of the adjusted grass/crop albedos (summer and early autumn) and the new snow cover fraction parameterization (snow season) are both apparent in the albedo plot (Figure 6 , note the improvement in snow cover fraction).
Global maps of all-sky albedo bias compared to MODIS collection 4 estimates are shown in Figure 9 . The mean bias is reduced throughout the tropics and mid-latitudes. The bias across the boreal forest regions shifts from positive to negative. Across the northern high latitudes, an opposite shift occurs with low albedos biases supplanted with high albedo biases. The MODIS snow albedo retrievals appear to be biased significantly low at high solar zenith angles (Wang and Zender 2010) , and therefore the model's winter highlatitude (i.e., high solar zenith angle) bright albedo bias may Figure 9 . Maps of annual mean all-sky albedo (calculated as reflected solar radiation divided by incident solar radiation) for CLM3.5, CLM4SP, and CLM4CN versus MODIS observations for the years [2001] [2002] [2003] . For each grid cell, only months where monthly mean S atm . 100 W m 22 are included in the albedo calculation, which reduces, but does not eliminate, the impact of the low snow albedo bias in MODIS data at high solar zenith angles (Wang and Zender 2010) . MODIS all-sky albedo is derived from the black-sky (direct) and whitesky (diffuse) near-infrared and visible waveband albedos by weighting them according to the CLM partitioning of S atm into these components.
not necessarily be indicative of a model deficiency. Note also that the excessively bright wintertime albedo in CLM4 over Siberia (Figure 7) , despite a good simulation of snow cover fraction, is consistent with the assessment that MODIS snow albedo is biased low.
For the most part, CLM4CN albedo is similar to CLM4SP albedo, except in the northern high latitudes where CLM4CN albedos are slightly higher. This difference is probably due to the short vegetation heights simulated in very cold regions in CLM4CN (not shown), which leads to more frequent burial of vegetation by snow and consequently brighter albedos. Global area-weighted bias, RMSE, and pattern correlation statistics are listed in Table 3 . The mean albedo bias and RMSE decreases for snow-free points by 2.3% and 2.1%, respectively for CLM4SP compared to CLM3.5. For locations/months with snow cover, the mean bias swings from low to high (25% to +2.9%), though for grid cells dominated by short vegetation (i.e. grasses and shrubs) the change is from a low bias (212.5%) to a high bias (+5.6%) while grid cells dominated by trees shift in the opposite direction (2.4% to 27.9%). These vegetation type specific changes are consistent with the new snow burial fraction for short vegetation parameterization and the increase in forested area in CLM4.
Soil temperature/Permafrost
Soils are biased warm in northern high latitudes in CLM3.5, especially in summer at depth (Figure 11 ). This warm bias contributes to low simulated Northern Hemisphere nearsurface permafrost extent (8.2 million km 2 ; we define nearsurface permafrost extent in the model as the integrated area in which at least one soil layer within the uppermost 3.8 m remains below 0˚C throughout the year ). Observed estimates of Northern Hemisphere continuous permafrost (90-100% coverage) and discontinuous permafrost (50-90% coverage) area combined are 11.8-14.7 million km 2 (Zhang et al. 2000) . Adding a representation of the thermal and hydrologic properties of organic soil (Section 2.1.3) and extending the ground column to ,50 m (Section 2.1.4) in CLM3.5 (CLM3.5ORGDEEP) improved the simulation of northern high-latitude soil temperature considerably with the active layer depth (depth to which soils thaw in the summer) apparently well-simulated (see Figure 2 , . In CLM4, the northern highlatitude soils are even colder than they were in CLM3.5ORGDEEP and now appear to be biased low compared to the observed Siberian soil temperatures. Nearsurface permafrost extent in CLM4 is now on the high end of the observed estimates (14.2 million km 2 in CLM4SP). The cause of the decrease in soil temperature between CLM3.5ORGDEEP and CLM4 may be related to changes in the hydrology parameters that control water table position (Section 2.1.6). In CLM3.5ORGDEEP, locations with permafrost tended to exhibit nearly saturated soils throughout the soil column that were wetter than in CLM3.5 (see Figure 8 , . In CLM4, the lower water table position allows the soils to dry out considerably resulting in very dry soils near the surface (Figure 11 ). The dry near-surface organic soils have Figure 10 . Accumulated annual discharge into the global oceans for CLM3.5, CLM4SP, and CLM4CN compared to observations (Dai and Trenberth 2002) . Discharge is accumulated from north to south. very low thermal conductivity which restricts heat from penetrating into the soil during summer, leading to the cool soil temperatures and shallow active layer. Our hypothesis is that the soils are too dry, though soil moisture data that is co-located with the soil temperature data is not available to confirm or refute this hypothesis. However, other tertiary evidence also suggests that Arctic soil moisture may be biased low, including simulated area-averaged peak LAI in CLM4CN that is ,1 m 2 m 22 too low (not shown). Sensitivity tests with a model version with wetter Arctic soils exhibit warmer soil temperatures and improved simulation of LAI in tundra regions. Cold region hydrology remains a weakness in the model and will be the subject of a follow-up study and future model development.
Variability
Changes in variability (defined here as the standard deviation of monthly 1948-2004 detrended anomaly time series) for LH and SH, absorbed solar radiation, and LAI+SAI are shown in Figure 12 for CLM4SP -CLM3.5 and CLM4CN -CLM4SP. Considering first CLM4SP -CLM3.5, LH variability moderately increases in some arid and semi-arid regions, reflecting the drier soil conditions in CLM4SP and an associated increase in the frequency of moisturelimited evapotranspiration. Variability in absorbed solar radiation also increases in a few northern hemisphere locations, likely due to increased variation in the timing of snowmelt.
By contrast, in CLM4CN the variability in LH and SH increases by between 50 and 200% in CLM4CN across several regions including the central and eastern US, southeastern South America, southern Asia, and the Sahel. These regions coincide with regions of relatively strong LAI+SAI variability generated by the prognostic phenology model in CLM4CN. Inspection of the monthly annual cycle of LH and LAI+SAI standard deviations for selected regions Climatological (1985 Climatological ( -2000 annual cycle-depth plots of soil temperature (filled contours) and percent saturation (lined contours, shown for model simulations only). Russian soil temperature monitoring data that spans most of Siberia (,900 sites; Zhang et al. 2001 ) was regridded to the CLM grid and then averaged across all grid cells that contain at least one permafrost (e.g. perennially frozen) ground layer within the upper 3.2 m of soil (126 grid cells). Equivalent grid cells extracted and averaged over the same time period for CLM simulations.
indicates that the variability increase is associated with both enhanced growing season LAI+SAI variability (e.g., central US) and by variations in the timing of leaf onset (e.g., India) and offset in CLM4CN (not shown).
Discussion
Overall, the community development process is a strength of the CLM (and CCSM) project. CLM4 is a more complete and accurate model than CLM3.5 as a result of broad community input. However, this development can result in a certain element of two steps forward, one step back situations. For example, a principle CLM3.5 deficiencies was a wet soil bias and associated weak soil moisture variability (Oleson et al. 2008c) . Interim versions of CLM4 showed considerably better soil moisture variability than the final version that integrated all the changes from the separate groups. Consequently, soil moisture variability remains weaker than observed in CLM4 (though limited observations do not provide a strong constraint). Experience gained during the development process suggests that missing features such as soil degradation in agricultural zones may play a significant role in soil moisture variability. Similarly, an interim version of CLM4 did not exhibit the dry Arctic soil bias that is present in the final version of the model. This dry bias may be a non-linear outcome of interactions between organic soil hydrology and efforts to dry the soils, deepen the water table, and improve the stability of the soil water equations.
The introduction of CN and its prognostic phenology as a standard way to run the model opens up exciting new avenues of research. However, it should be noted that the biogeophysical simulation in CLM4Cn is degraded to CLM4SP. This is not surprising since prognostic vegetation structure introduces a significant new degree of freedom to the model, with the obvious advantages of biogeochemistry cycling and the capacity to represent interannual variations in vegetation phenology and structure. Figure 13 shows the correlation across the annual cycle of the climatological gridcell mean CLM4CN LAI with the gridcell mean LAI derived from MODIS. Across much of the world, the correlations are high, indicating that the phenology scheme is reasonably representing the real world phenology. However, there is clearly room for improvement with some regions showing low or even negative correlations. LAI also tends to be high in CLM4CN compared to MODIS LAI (e.g., see Figure 5 , Figure 6 , Figure 7) , albeit with exceptions such as in the aforementioned Arctic regions. Clearly, the simulated vegetation phenology and structure requires further assessment and model development. We also note that LAI is even higher (13% in global average) in the CLM4CNE experiment (see Table 1 ) where the model is spun out to equilibrium with respect to LAI and other carbon/nitrogen state variables at year 2000 land cover. The higher LAI in CLM4CNE reflects the equilibrium condition at the elevated year 2000 nitrogen deposition and CO 2 conditions as well as the recovery of forests to equilibrium conditions when wood harvesting is halted in the CLM4CNE experiment. Since the real world terrestrial vegetation system is also not in equilibrium, we recommend that where possible comparisons against observations should be completed with transient simulations rather than equilibrium simulations.
Another area of ongoing investigation is into the apparent high bias in GPP simulated in CLM4SP and CLM4CN (and CLM3.5) . Observational estimates of global GPP are around 123 PgC yr 21 (Beer et al. 2010) . In CLM4SP and CLMCN, global GPP is 174 PgC yr 21 and 163 PgC yr 21 , respectively (see Table 1 ). The high bias is most pronounced in the tropics with compensating low biases in the high latitudes.
Summary
The development of CLM4 was a broad community effort and the end product represents a significant advance relative to CLM3.5. CLM4 includes parameterization updates throughout the model as well as several additional scientific capabilities. The revised model simulates, on average, higher snow cover, cooler soil temperatures in organic-rich northern high-latitude soils, greater global river discharge, lower Figure 13 . Correlation of climatological monthly mean LAI in prognostic phenology simulation (CLM4CN) versus prescribed phenology simulation (CLM4SP, phenology prescribed according to MODIS). Correlation is plotted only for grid cells where the amplitude of the prescribed LAI annual cycle is greater than 0.5. albedos over forests and grasslands, and higher transitionseason albedos in snow covered regions, all of which are improvements compared to CLM3.5. In addition to the ability to track carbon and nitrogen fluxes through the terrestrial system, the incorporation of CN and its associated vegetation phenology scheme introduces a significant new degree of freedom to the model that, on the one hand, results in a poorer simulation from a biogeophysical perspective (e.g., global ET is too high and runoff is too low), but on the other hand also permits a more realistic and complex terrestrial response to climate (e.g., drought) and climate change (e.g., the 'greening' of the Arctic).
The new model is increasingly suited for investigations of the role of land processes in weather, climate, and climate change including topics such as carbon and nutrient cycling, land cover and land use change, urbanization, and geoengineering as well as the study of feedbacks between the terrestrial and the broader earth system. Nonetheless, detailed scrutiny of the model, through this study and through assessments by the broad community of model users and developers, has already and will continue to reveal several areas in which the model can be improved. For example, analyses presented here suggest that GPP is biased high especially in the tropics, Arctic soils are unrealistically dry leading to excessively cold soil temperatures and poorly growing vegetation in permafrost zones, soil moisture variability remains low compared to observations, and simulated vegetation phenology is deficient in several regions around the world. Future development of the model will address these and other deficiencies. One of the aims of the CLM project is to better integrate the biogeophysical model development with the biogeochemical model development and to develop a comprehensive land model testbed in which the biogeophysical and biogeochemical performance of the model can be evaluated in a systematic and coordinated fashion ). Efforts are underway to incorporate additional as yet unrepresented aspects of the land system including crops, irrigation, methane emissions and prognostic wetland distribution, and to improve existing parameterizations such as lake model thermodynamics and the River Transport Model.
